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strives to do justice to the parties by exercising a wise discre- 
tion with reference to the peculiar circumstances of the case' 
He does not merely -findn or invent some genemllzed 
which he .~applies~~ to the facts presented to him. He 
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be unfair. Such a conflict is inevitable because these con- 
cepts are not identical. When applied to particular cases or 
controversies, concepts that are different must sometimes point 
in different directions. 

in the sense in which ~ r i s t o t l e - - w ~ ~ ~  th'"kmg 
the unavoidable tension between these con- most clearly--described it.' 

cepts, the interminable nature of the debate stems from the 
According t9 

the formal requirements of the 
tendency Of each side to see its favored value as (in some sense) 

of law are either redundant or pernicious. where justice in the 
an "end" to which the other value must remain subservient, 

par~cdar case and the tenets of the rule of law 
Ihe 

rule of law is redundant, Where justice in the particular case Both sides to see that, 
law are "ends" for certa and the rule of law diverge, the rule of law is pernicious to the 

means" Of dealing with a 
extent that it detracts from achieving Justice. problems. activists on the left fail to see the essen- On the other side we have scholars Such as Robert Bark who tial role that the rule of law plays in solving 

problems, favor the rule of law over justice because: activists on the right do not recognize why these 
There is no p,.inciple~ way to decide that one man's grati- problems make certain principles ofjustice necessary, 

are more deserving ofrespect than anothervs or that Although I shall not accomplish a final reconciliation of these 
one form of gratification is more worthy than another. . ' ' two 

in this essay,' I will explain how, in practice, the There is no way of deciding these matters other than by ref- 
conflict between justice and the rule of law may be resolved by erence to some system of moral or ethical values that has no 
determining. a content of each [hat addresses objective or 

of its own and about which men 
can and do differ. . . . The issue of the community's m"~al  these more fundamental social problems, 
and ethical values, the issue of degree of Pain an activity 
causes, are matters concluded by the Passage and enforce- I1. SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
merit of the laws in question. The judiciary has no 

to 

INTEREST, AND PO WE^ play,other than that of applying the statutes in a fair and im- 
2 partla1 manner. The 'OncePts ofjustice and the rule of law presuppose a so- 

to view, there is no "objective" category Of 'Ontext? Unless and until persons interact with each other, 
justice to which judges may appeal. Becausejustice is not such ideas Or Practices are inapplicable. A human being may be 

a 
animal" who needs the company of others to be truly tral, there are no "neutral principles" by which Judges may 

conclude [hat one result is more just than another. Lacking the happy, but when such company is sought 
social 

authority of neutral 
judges must defer to the legisla- arise. Justice and the rule of law may be 

tive will, and conform to the procedural constraints Of the "Ie 'Onceived as Solutions to particular fundamental social 

of law. Problems that are unavoidable features of human social life, 
The tension between justice and the rule of law 

come f 
It is almost a truism that the possibility ofsocial conflict be- 

as no surprise, conceived substantively, justice speaks t' the tween persons gives rise to a need for justice 
the rule of 

ucorrectnessn of the outcome of individual cases. conceived ;i law' It  is less 
acknowledged that certain identifiable 

procedurally, [he rule of law speaks to the form Of a "fair" legal features of social life in our world shape the nature of this con- 

process- 
between these two values arises when the Out- 

come of a -fair= legal system is deemed to be unjust; Or when 
'' The presented in chis Foreword is pan o fa  larger 

projecr in pro- gress m~~ should he considered ,enta,jve. 

the by 
the legal system to be "just" is deemed by critics 4'  

A Conrml rhcov o/Controri, 8 6  COLUM. L. R.,,. 269, 294-95 (1986) 
(discussing al'ocative and di~tribucional functions of individual cnli,lcmcnrs) Lhereinaf. 

1, J ,  Fa L*w M~~~~~ M,ND 165-66,. 168 (19G3) in original)' Ier Conrmr T h c o ~ l ;  Barneu3 PurrWtg Jurlin in . F,, sohdy, hcPowrr ur, Libmy, 

Frank 
Aristo,le.n reparadon oi law and equltY as "unfonunare'" Id' 

" CRIM'Jusr. 
Summer/Fall 1985. at 50  (discusring sources and proper con,ent 

Of cnullemenrs theory) [hereinafter fir,uing,,uticcl, 2. Bark, Nmlm, p,inrieb and some Firs1 A n d ~ l  fioblrmr< 47 IN'' LJ' I' 
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flict and limit the range of possible solutions to it. Any effort to 
resolve or reduce social conflict and to promote social harmony 
must confront the social problems of knowledge, interest, and 
power. 

A. The Problem of Knowledge 

L~~ us begin by assuming what we know is untrue: that all 
persons sincerely desire to be good to one another. (Pessimists 
fear not, for we shall relax this assumption in the next section.) 
E~~~ if all persons were " g o o d  in this way, there would still be 
an important social role for both justice and the rule of law. In 
a world of scarce resources: even persons with benign inten- 
tions may inadvertently harm another or interfere with an- 
other's plans. The intention that one's actions be good for 
others is insufficient to achieve this end. One must somehow 
know what actions are truly good for others. 

suppose, for example, that Ann cultivates some land for 
crops. While Ann is away foraGng for food, Ben comes along 
and discovers the clearing that Ann has made. Seeing no one 
around, Ben begins to build a shelter in the clearing. Ann re- 
turns, informs Ben of her prior activities, and asks him to leave. 
B~~ refuses. In the absence of a voluntary compromise, how is 
this conflict to be resolved? Does Ann or Ben have the superior 
claim to the clearing, or is the correct outcome that they must 
somehow share? Whatever the proper resolution of this dis- 
pute may be, unless Ben and Ann have some way of knowing 
whose claim is stronger, or that they must share, Ben and Ann 
do not know which of them must yield to the other. 

ivor is this situation limited to "state of nature" scenarios. 
precisely the same arises if, while Ann is away work- 
ing, B~~ enters the apartment in which Ann has been living and 
begins to fix himself some dinner with the food he finds in the 
refrigerator, Who has the stronger claim to this apartment or 
must they share? Or suppose that Ben wishes to have Sexual 
relations with Ann, but Ann refuses. Who has the stronger 
claim to ~ ~ ~ ' s  body or must they "share" (whatever this may 

5. -scarce resources.. here ~ n l y  to ,he posribilily that two prrsons may wish lo 

,,, ,he at the ramc rime. According to this defintt~on, no alnounr 
f 

maLerial can the scarcity of resources, $0 long as one Person may 

lViSh, for example, to have 
relacions with another who does not share thedeslrc. 

I,, ,hir 
because human desires for resource use are not nacura"v 

and not solely from the physical limits oi resources. 
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tion that it is difficult even to state the problem in ways that do 
not Presuppose the validity of Ann's claim to her body. 

Remember we are assuming that Ann and Ben have only the 
best. of intentions; neither wants to harm the other, ~ h .  prob- 
lem is that neither knows what constitutes harm to one rather 
than harm to the other unless there is some baseline allocation 
of resources from which they may make such an assessment. 
Without this baseline, Ann and Ben cannot know that it is B~~ 

to pursue their goals without harming anyone else, both need 
somehow to know the domain in which they may act, ~h~~~ is a 
"knowledge problem." 

The knowledge problem in this context concerns two types 
of subsidiary questions. The first is substantive: what is the 
Proper allocation of resources that are subject to potentially 
conflicting use and what are the appropriate uses to which 
lotted resources may be put? The second is methodological: 
How should the decision be made and who should make it? M~ 
purpose is not to answer these questions here, but only to 
gest that justice and the rule of law have evolved as answers to 
these questions. Justice concerns the "properw allocation ofre- 
Sources. The rule of law concerns the "method" by which this 
allocation is made and the decision conveyed. Justice addresses 
the substantively correct answer to the question of allocation. 
The rule of law addresses the proper manner by which such an 
answer is determined, promulgated, and enforced.6 

". One may argue that there is no substantively correct or 
~ u s t "  outcome that is independent of a legal deiision; that 

prior to an official determination there are only different 
erences for allocation. Ann prefers to have the clearing or 
apartment; so does Ben. Ann does not wish to have sexual rela- 
tions with Ben; Ben desires such relations. There is, the 
merit goes, no principled way to prefer one of these claims to 
the other in the absence of an official ruling. 

Alternatively, one may argue that while there may be a c ~ r -  
'ect orjust outcome in principle, there is no way to know what 
it is independent of an authoritative decision of a fair legal pm- 

6; This corresponds to Lon Fuller's distinction between the "cxtcma].. and -inter. 
rial moralities of law. sc L. FULLER, THC MORALITY OF hw 96-97 (1969). 
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cess. Whether or not Ann has an antecedent "right" to the 
clearing, the apartment, or  her body, it is not a "real" right 
until a legal system acknowledges it. According to either argu- 
ment, then, the "just" outcome would be whatever outcome is 
reached by a "fair" process; there is no independent basis for 
challenging the validity of whatever decision a "fair" procedure 
reaches. 

How plausible are such arguments? Are we really unable to 
give any reasons why certain allocations are not truly better or 
more just than others? Suppose a seemingly fair process deter- 
mined that Ben should get the clearing simply because he was a 
male and Ann a female. Are there any compelling reasons that 
support thejustice of such a decision? Are there no compelling 
reasons to be given against the justice of such a decision? On 
the contrary, such a proposition may so lack for rational sup- 
port, or some objections to it that are rooted in justice may be 
so compelling, that we would question the fairness of any sys- 
tem that disagreed. 

Suppose that a "fair" coin flip is used to decide the issue--so 
that despite Ann's previous work to clear the field, Ben may get 
rightful possession by winning the flip. Suppose that Ann may 
refuse Ben's sexual advances only if she wins a "fair" flip. It can 
only be a substantive judgment of the injustice of the results 
that would undermine the fairness of this procedure. What is 
fair, then, may very well depend in part on what we have reason 
to think is just. Determining fair procedures may sometimes be 
impossible without a peek at what is just. 

1. The Ep i s ta i c  Function of the Rule of Law 

Does this mean that a decision is "fair" solely because it con- 
forms to what we believe to be just? No, for there is an impor- 
tant sense in which the rule of law is operationally independent 
of a substantively "correct" outcome. 

We have already assumed that Ann and Ben desire to know 
what they may rightly do and they will do it. Deprived of such 
knowledge each may act in good faith and still "unjustly" harm 
the other. Now let us assume that a perfect theory ofjust allo- 
cation is already in existence but it is entirely unknown to both 
Ann and Ben. Lacking knowledge of this perfect theory ofjus- 
tice, they are still likely to harm one another inadvertently. 

There are two promising ways of responding to this instance 
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of the knowledge problem. First, suppose that the theory of 
justice is based on some natural feature o r  features of the situa- 
tion-first possession, for example. Based on our common 
knowledge of what motivates possession, the mere fact of first 
possession may be presumed to be for the purpose of beneficial 
use by the possessor who is first. Moreover, investment in life- 
enhancing improvements requires reliance on continued bene- 
ficial use over time. In this situation, beneficial use and expec- 
tations based on prior investment may best be protected by 
applying a precept of "first in time, first in right." 

If such is the case and the natural feature on which the pre- 
cept rests is enough, both Ann and Ben may be 
ableto reach the correct result simply by reflecting upon the 
situation. This does not necessarily mean, however, that Ann 
and Ben will explicitly formulate the precept itself. 

Man certainly does not know all the rules which guide his 
actions in the sense that he is able to state them in words. . . . 
Although man never existed without laws that he obeyed, he 
did, of course, exist for hundreds of thousands of years with- 
out laws he "knew" in the sense that he was able to articulate 
them.' 

Perhaps if our intuitions favor Ann's claim over Ben's, i t  is 
because our intuitions reflect this "common sense" of the situ- 
ation. When a dispute arises and a third party is called in to 
judge the merits of the claim, the precept that is articulated 
may simply render explicit this tacit or  inchoate knowledge. 
Once articulated, others may be able to reach the correct deci- 
sion more reliably and quickly if they (or their advisors) are 
aware of the precept that best captures the common sense of 
this situation. 

If the first method of deciding disputes corresponds to what 
Aquinas called rational "conclusion" from principle, other con- 
flicts require what he called a "determinati~n"~ consistent with 

7. The important role that narural prominence or obviousness plays in the formation 
of legal norms is discussed in R. SUCDEN, THE ECONOM~CI OF R~GHTS, CO-OPERATION 
"NO WELFARE 44-52 (19861 [hereinafter ECONOMICS os RIGHTS). Professor Sugden din- 
cus*cJ a very similar example in Sugdcn. Labour, Pmpnly and ihr Morolily o/Morknr, in 
THE MARKET IN HISTORY 23-28 (5. Anderson & A .  Latham eds. 1986). 

8. I F. HAYEK. LAW, LEGLSUTLON AND LIBERTY 43 (1973). 
9. As Aquinas explains: 

Some things are . . . derived from the common principles of the natural Law 
by way of conclusions: for instance. that one must not kill may be dcrived as a 
conclu~ion from the principle that one should do harm lo  no man. But some 
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principle, or what we may today call convention.1° For exam- 
ple, although there may be no reason whatsoever to prefer that 
traffic flow on one side of the road rather than the other, there 
is good reason to "determine" that traffic shall flow on one of 
the two sides, It matters not which of two alternatives is chosen, 

long as one is chosen. Once chosen, such a convention will 
decide a dispute. If such is the case, Ann and Ben need some 
way to learn the relevant convention. 

Whether derived from rational principle Or convention Or 
some combination of the two, then, both Ann and Ben still 
need some way of knowing what the just outcome is in a partic- 
ular dispute. Assuming good intentions, they may sometimes 
learn the just outcome on their own by reflecting on the situa- 
tion and responding to some prominent feature of it. When 
they cannot generate their own solution, conflict can he 
avoided only if others somehow inform them of the just out- 
come. Moreover, when one of them relies on a social Conven- 
tion, the other must already know of it or be able to 
substantiate its existence. In short, justice is not purely instinc- 
tive, Even a perfect theory of justice will sometimes require an 
effective mechanism of commzlnication. 

Furthemore, the timing of this communication is crucial. 
Communication can take place either beFore a confict arises (a 
ante) or after a conflict arises (ex post). There are advantages to 
each approach. Only ex post may we learn the actual facts of a 
particular dispute and base our judgment upon them. Ex ante 
we are able only to know in general terms the kinds of disputes 
that may arise. Presumably, an a post decision can be much 
more exactly tailored to fit what actually occurred than an ex 
ante decision. Only ex post, arguably, can we know exactly why 
2nd how much Ann and Ben desire to control the clearing, the ~ 

apartment, or Ann's body. 1 
are derived from by way of determination: for instance, the 

law ornature has i t  that the evil-doer should be punished. but that he be Pun- 
ished in this or that way is a determination of the law of nature. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ ~ l ~ .  bath modes of dcriuation are found in human law. But those :$ 

things which arc derived in the first way are contained in human law not as 
emanating from it exclusively, but have some force from the natural law also. 
B,,~ tt,or. which =re derived in the second way have no other force than 
chat of human law. 

~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  T ~ ~ ~ @ C ( I ,  in 20 GREAT BOOXS OFTHE WEITERN WORLD 228 (1gE0)- 
F~~ a discussion of the rponlancous development and stability of certain conyen. 

tion$, see EcoNorlcs OF RIGHTS, Iupm note 7 .  
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There is however a serious drawback to particularistic expost 
decisionmaking. A purely a post system unavoidably requires 
that a dispute first occur. This means that a p o s t  decisionmak- 
ing actually requires the disruption of social life and that scarce 
resources be spent on an expost adjudicative process. Without a 
real dispute, one cannot know the particular facts on which to 
base an a posl judgment. Without an ex post adjudicative pro- 
cess, no authoritative judgments are possible. In principle, 
then, an a p o s t  approach is incapable of avoiding or preventing 
costly social disruption. While some may argue that parties 

! could learn future decisions from very detailed accounts of the 
factual bases of past expost judgments, such an argument con- 
cedes the desireability of ex ante judgment and rejects a pure a 
post approach. 

Despite the social disruption i t  causes, an ex post approach 
might be acceptable if a legal system were ever completely able 
to undo costlessly the wrong expost-to turn back the clock and 
adjust the situation. In our world. however, this is quite impos- 
sible. When a dispute takes place costs that can never be fully 
compensated, such as the costs of adjudication itself, must be 
born by both disputing parties. The subjective costs of any ac- 
tion are borne by the actor in the form of opportunities for 
alternative conduct that can never be recaptured." Whoever 
loses this or any dispute ex post can never arrange his or her 
affairs so as to avoid the conflict. If Ann loses, she can never 
use her expended time and energies to clear a different piece of 
land. If Ben loses, he can never use his expended time and en- 
ergies to build another shelter on land that is truly his. Once 
her body is violated, Ann can never be returned to an ex ante 
position. She can never be "unraped." 

Moreover, even an ex post analysis is not infallible. A legal 
System faces its own knowledge problem. For many reasons, it 
is extremely difficult for expost fact-finders to put themselves in 
!he shoes of the parties to a dispute. Adjudicative errors are 
inevitable. The costs of such errors are magnified when they 
Occur after it is too late to avoid the conflict. Perhaps a decision 
that the clearing belongs to Ann is unjust. The injustice is mag- 
nified, however, if the decision comes after rather than before 
Ben has built a shelter on the land. Even ifAnn keeps the shel- - SeJ. BUCHANAN, COST AND CHO~CP 1-26 (1969) (distinpuishinp objective and 

'Ubjeclive concepts of COS~).  
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ter and ~~n for his loss ex post, it means that the The purpose or of this lawmaking eKon the 
time it takes her to produce h e  compensation may not be Used conveyance of vital information to members of a society, Each 
in the manner she would have preferred had B~~ not 

the these 
of the "rule of laws. can be understood as en- 

shelter in the first place. DO we really want to wait until after abling the communicatidn of useful infomation about .gus- 
the fact to adjudicate the justice Of Ben's 

to Ann's body? in advance of conflicts and thereby making pouible the 
If not, then perhaps this is due to Our ex anLt convictions 'On- 

avoidance Of 
conflict. The absence ofany of these 

cerning the justice of ~ ~ ~ * s  claim, the Costs to Ann Of waiting' 

and, to a much lesser 
the risk of an adjudicative in 

A in one of these eight directions does not 
In sum, 

an ex post system may gain by its to 
In a bad system of bx; it results in so,,,ething 

render more particularistic judgments is jeopardized by its in- that is not properly called a legal system at all, 
per- 

ability to avoid losses being inflicted on the guilty and innocent ha"s in the Pickwickian sense in which a void contract can 
alike, Therefore it would be peferable that such information 

st'11 be to be one kind of contract,15 

be communicated a ante. For, assuming that ex ante know'edge This 'Iairn is not a matter ofsemantics,16 but of function, 
or justice is possible, it is clearly pxferahle lhat a 

be The 
thus far may be Summarized as follows: Without 

avoided altogether, so neither Ann's nor Benvs life is disrupted ante 
Of substantive justice, even good people will 

at all, When the full costs to the parties of ex pat  adjudication is inadve"ntly harm One another unjust]Y. ~~~~l~~~~ ofjustice 
taken into account, the application of an 

ante precept need that 
be Obtained by personal intuition and reason 

not be perfect to be preferable. be obtained from C~mmunication with others. To be under- 
It is no accident, [hen, that a standard feature Of the "Ie '' this communication must cake certain recog- 

law is 
before the fact. Without advance 'Om- nizable forms that are associated with the rule of law, Without 

munication, vital information about justice is not conveyed to the forma] characteristics of the rule of law, justice will be un- 
persons who may inadvertently come into conflict with One an- in advance of personal decisions to act and, conse- 
other, prospective communicati~n is not merely a part Of a for* que*tly, avoidable injustices will 

occur. 
definition oflaw. o or is it solely a product the that Some have questioned whether it really is possible to convey 

it is ,,unfair- to hold persons to a rule of conduct that was un- ante 
Some legal realists argued that it is sim- 

To 
achieve prospective communication, law must 

take a certain form. L~~ Fuller listed eight requirements Of Le- 

gards a legal system as the product Of a sustained purposive 

effo~t." '~ 

12. L. F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  note 6.  
a[ 33-g4. 

13. Id. at 106. 
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futile, either because abstract precepts would to reflect the agreements.2s 
justice of particular situations, or because these precepts are 
too indeterminate for judges, much less individual citizens, to What about the claim that ex ante rules and principles are in- 

foUow, Moreover, they argue, citizens--even commercial 
herently unjust 

because they cannot capture all the details of 
Pan ofthe answer to this Objection has already pervasively ignorant of what legal Precepts have to 

say. 
In recent years there have been potent responses to the last 

two of these accusations. I shall only list a few. lhe fact 

that legal precepts are sometimes indeterminate does not mean 

that they are always or even mostly indeterminate.'' every ing this inlustice, the inlustice avoided by ,p,t adjudication is 
hard case the,+ are a vast multitude of easy cases." For every likely 

be dwarfed by the inlustice avoided by good ex 
easy case there are a vast multitude of transactions that never 

become cases at all, ~h~ indeterminacy thesis is based On a 

leading 
of disputes. Second, even hard cases may have Another pan Of the mponse  to this claim rests on the episte- 

mic function ofjustice itself. 
right answers and, as we saw with the example Of Ann and Ben' 

such answers may be present and available at the Of the 

dispute,zo Third, while many persons may be ignorant of the 
'. EPktmic Function  of^^^,^^ 

law, this may not matter if there is a common sense Of the mat- this point we have assumed that a perfect theory of sub- 
ter and the law accurately reflects it." Fourth, ignorance Of the stantiveJustice existed, and this theory needed to be communi- 
law does not provide an ex post excuse provided for 

it to be known and observed. E~~~ ifa  perfect theory 
the law is possible ex ante.22 Finally, repeat players in the legal 

were 
possible, however, we do not possess it, H ~ ~ ,  then, do we 

sytem usually know the rules and usUallY deal with Other repeat go determining what is a "just" allocation of resources? 
players, ~~~i~~~ may obtain such knowledge from lawyers' In- surprisingl~, perhaps, it turns out that the knowledge 
deed this analysis explains the vital role that lawyers play as problem plays an important role here as well, 
private disseminators of information. When the risk Of a dls- Ann and Ben need to know how to resolve their 
pute is too small to make this investment likely and when 

the prefenbly before 
invest time and enerki improving re- 

rules do not conform to common sense, repeat !'layers sources that must 
later divest.  hi^ is why waiting for a 

be compelled to make the operative rule explicit in their conflict 
and then taking it before an ad,udicator 

be wasteful Precepts by which the ‘)ust,3 
may be determined should be promulgated in advance, 

Precepts are equally informative, howeVer.zl Sup- 
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pose, for example, that the promulgated precept is: "The one 
who needs the land the most gets it." Assume that both Ann 
and Ben are aware of this precept in advance of any dispute 

I 
between them. Ben comes across the clearing. Can he know 1 
that it is safe to erect a shelter upon it? How can he know that 
he it more than Ann? When Ann returns, how can she 
know whether to vacate or remain? The problem of knowledge 
created by this precept is compounded when third parties such 
as judges attempt to answer such a question. The same difficul- 

' 

ties exist with a precept that: "The person who places the high- 
est value on the land gets it." How is any potential claimant 10 

know who values the land the m ~ s t ? ~ W i t h  either proposition, 
the knowledge problem stems not from the form of the rele- 
vant precept but from its substance. 

Suppose instead that the rule is simply, "first in time, first in 
right."27 Both Ann and Ben are aware of this precept when Ben 
happens across the clearing. Can he know that it is Safe to erect 
a shelter upon it? How is he to know whether he is the first one 
to the clearing? When Ann returns, how does Ben know that 

is not the second in time? The rule is inadequate because 
it does not specify some mode of communicating "first in 
time." ~t would be improved if it required that a cleared area be 
fenced, or that its boundaries be artificially marked or "staked" 
by Ann, the first possessor, to establish the timing of her claim. 
SO the better precept would be "first to stake a recognizable 
claim, first in right."" 

[,vlot every in the bchaviour of the elements does Secure an over- 

all some rules governing individual behavior might clearly make 
gelher impossible the formation of an overall order. Our prob1em.a what kind 
of ,,f conduct will produce an order of society and what kmd of order 
particular rules will produce. 

26, CJ coarnt 'rhcory, nore 4, at 277-83 (criticizing cfhdency theories of con- 

, tract for failing to address the knowledge problem). 
27, ,yce ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  pal Futurc T k  Trmpornl Dimmrion in l k  Lou, o/Pr@nly. 64 

U , L . ~  661, 669.74 ( 1 6 6 )  (discussing the rule that "Prior in Time is Higher In 

Right"). 
28, ~ i ~ ,  pr@q R~ghls, an$ the Common Law: Round Table DUcur8ion. 64 WASH. 

795, 801 (1986) (sratrmenc of Richard Epslein): 
i-he way in ~ h i c h  people handled the problem of demarcation is 

instcad ,,fhaving a rule of naked first possession. they had a rule in which 
put out claim stakes at the edges that formed a visible and 
~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ d ~  i n : n m e  and was able lo alter his cond 

s~~~~~ itoss, porreriron or rhr Ongrn o/PlopnIy. 52 U. CHI. L. REV. 7% 77 (19 
ciear.aa suggtst~ that the common law definer acts o( PorseJnqn 

kind slatml. AS Blackstone said, the acts must be a decloralron o l  one 3 ln'CnA 
, p p r o p ~  

omitted; emphasis in original):.- ("p0SSesslon 

begins look even more like something that requires a kind o r  commonical 
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This precept offers some significant epistemic advantages 
over other alternatives. It enables well-meaning claimants to 
determine for themselves the comparative merits of their 
claims, and it makes it easier for third parties to assess the mer- 
its of claims.29 This suggests that both the form and the sub- 
stance ofjustice are influeliced by the problem of knowledge in 
society. 

This or any other isolated precept is undoubtedly incom. 
plete. For example, in a particular case the knowledge problem 
would be solved (both ex ante and ex posl) if it could be shown 
that Ben had actually observed Ann clearing the field, even 
though she had failed to stake her claim.s0 In a well-conceived 
system of law, there is no legal precept that does not poten- 
tially admit of certain exceptions. More accurately, all precepts 
are only presumptively binding.=' Still, if it can be justified as 
presumptively binding, the precept, "first to stake a recogniza- 
ble claim, first in right," does not require that every adjudicator 
consider exposf the substantive justice of first possession in par- 
ticular cases. By inf0Iming potential claimants and adjudicators 
alike of the relative merits of claims ex ante, the precept helps to 
avoid disputes and permits justice to be done in most cases: 

Notice, however, that the justice of this suggested precept or 
even a complete set of such presumptively binding PreceDts is 

- .  . ~- 

'he original claim to the property looks like a kind of speech, with the audience <om. 
Posed of all others who might be intercsred in 

the object in querlion.s.), 29. This is replicared in every department orprivate law theory. I,, contract 
law, for example. we require a manifestalion or communication of assent. stc conrrnl 
Theoty, note 4. at 300-07 (describing and defending the objecrive approach lo 
contr=ctual interpretation). In agency law we have a doctrine of 
Sre Bameu. S w n ' n x  L'ndirched Aemq with Conrroa rheory. 75 C ~ L I F .  L. REV. 1969, 
1944-97 (1987). 

30. So too in contract law, we protect a party's reliance upon the 
ances: When the parlies shared a common subjeaive understanding 

a how. ever. It will generally be enforced even when it dilFers from the ,,bjective meanina. rd. 
ar 307-09. - 

31. A PreccPr is Presumptively or prima / o h  binding because i, 
right OULFQme for the majority ofcases within its reach, but it may be rebutted by showing 

addltlonal and exceptional facts that normally undermine the corr.clness of [he grim,, 
/acip p s e .  This response or "defense" to chcp"mo /one case is itselfonly preaumprive,y 
o r ~ m a / a c ~  compelling and may be rebutred by ocher still more exceprional facts. r h e  
law governing a parlicular dispucc consists of a aeries of  such presumptions a, a succes. 
"On of stages, each of which raptures the majority of  care. at a particular stage of 

analysis. As the analysis progresses the number ofunresolved cases is reduced. S*, '.8.. EPslein. Pleodmgr and I*ro~unrp~ionr, 40 U.  CHI. L. Rw. 556 (1973) (discussing 

r 
lhe 

role of Presumptions and staged pleadings in legal analysis); corn! 
rrfPro now 4. at 309-10 (discussing the presumptive nature 

i n  con. ! '"~1 theory). 
k 

k 
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not or  elf-explanatory Such precepts may strike Even if Ann and Ben are mistaken about their own best inter- 
some as an or purely "formal" way of assigning Of ests9 the fact that they subjectively prefei a course of 
rights adopted strictly for administrative convenience. rather 'Onduct that may be "bad" for them affects the propriety (and 
than from a concern for justice. TO fully appreciate the Justice the efficacy) Of  a third party's forcible intervention to correct 
of the precept, -first to stake a recognizable claim, first in their mistake successful persuasion that their 
right,., requires an examination of the reasons why anyone ap- preferences yields significantly different results than sue- 
propriates resources t~ their own use, the reasons why cessful coercion to change their objective conduct, 
on such claims is beneficial to the claimant and to the common individual discretion is especially important if one 
good, the reasons why the claims of first Possessors as a accepts Aristotle's view that happiness is not a state of being, 

, , are superior to those who come later. In short, such a Precept but an 
or, in the words of H~~~~ veatch, a ,,do-it- 

requires moral justification. y0urse1fJ0b."55 That is, the activity of choice is an indispensa- 
 hi^ suggests that the justice of a particular precept or set of ble element OEa good life, rather than an incidental or anciLLaly 

precepts depends on more than the fact that a particular pre- 
cept or set of precepts may be applied and known in advance Of Of course, contemporary intuitions largely support a defer- 
a dispute, lt requires as well a consideration of what Lon ential for the consensual choices and Ben in this 
called the morality of law?' Although Justice ex- area. Had I chosen a consensual commercial exchange or the 
tends beyond the concern for formal legality, this enhanced of an intoxicating substance into one.s body,36 the 
moral analysis also has an important epistemic dimension. For be much the same, but the intuitions of many 
the justification of the substance of certain legal rule-s also de- differ. The issue there is not whether the same analysis 
pends on the type of "localv knowledge about personal and extends to these other domains," but whether, at a minimum, 
group plans and goals that only individuals and groups POs- the problem Of knowledge plausibly pertains, albeit along with 
sess, Once initially the discretion of individuals to re- Other 

to this domain. Regardless of what other justi- 
allocate resources stems, at least in Part, from where the for repecting Ann and Ben's of consent, 
knowledge of how resources may best be used resides.35 Would admit that epistemic concerns can be seen to oper- 

individuals and their close associates are generally in the 
best position to know what they need and desire and what is The substance ofjustice, therefore, must also take into ac- 
required to achieve it. For example, should Ann and Ben both the consensual action that is required for the pursuit of 
decide to have sexual relations with each other. they are in a far and in society with others,  hi^ consensual 
better position than a third party to know that this make activity be in pursuit of ends that are common to the con- 
them happy. ~ h ~ y  may err, of course, but given lhat they are Senting parties or may be based on a reciprocal exchange of 
the most likely to know what makes them happy and that they 
bear the subjective costs of choice, it is their mistake to make. 
The practical alternative to individual discretion is not a correct 
choice made by third parties, but a different and far more egre- 
gious set of mistakes. 

 en-? 51-92 (1985). 
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resour~es.9~ In addition to avoiding disputes by conveying 
knowledge of what belongs to whom in advance, the substance 
of legal precepts should harnesses the local knowledge that re- 
sides in all of us by acknowledging a right to use and dispose of 
what is otherwise determined to be "ours."s9 

Showing how the knowledge problem is better solved by one 
particular set of allocative precepts than another is not my pur- 
pose here. My thesis is that while the rule of law and justice 
may sometimes conflict, they are both different means of solv- 
ing the vital social problem of knowledge. Their respective 
contents should be significantly influenced by this function. 
Conflicts that may arise between justice and the rule of law may 
be fruitfully addressed by considering which of the two com- 
peting concerns best ameliorates the knowledge problem. 

For example, the fact that the rule of law requires prospec- 
tive lawmaking sometimes clashes with justice when a particular 
lawsuit reveals a prior formulation of a rule to be deficient. 
Which gives way, the rule of law or justice? The fact that both 
address the knowledge problem helps us to choose. Suppose a 
good faith dispute exists about the justice of applying an un- 
questionably relevant precept to an unanticipated set of facts. 
In such a case, at least, the precept has failed to avoid a dispute 
among two persons acting in good faith. At this point the re- 
quirements of both justice between the parties and er ante com- 
munication to future actors may justify a new explicit exception 
to the rule.40 As F.A. Hayek, an ardent proponent of the rule of 
law, explains: 

What has been promulgated or announced beforehand 
will often be only a very imperfect formulation of principles 
which people can better honour in action than express in 
words. Only if one believes that all law is an expression of 
the will of a legislator and has been invented by him, rather 
than an expression of the principles required by the exigen- 
cies of a going order, does it seem that previous announce- 

38. see The Form and Lirnib O/ Adjudication, 92  HARY. L. REV. 353, 357 !1978) 
(.'I[ is that there are two basic forms of  social ordering: organiratton by 
common aims and organization by reciprocily."). 

39. ne quotation reflect the fact ,ha( what belongs lo us cannot be base 
d 

r o ~ e ~ y  on  he of local knowledge. For example, two persons may both know 
(far better than how each would use a particular item chat only one of  \hern 
may posrcrr. ~ l t h o ~ ~ h  local knowledge is not irrelevant to specifying the domain uf 

ownershipit ~ t r o n g ~ y  supports respect for consensual exchanges, for exam- 
pl-ther factors must also be conridercd. 

40. SIC F. HAYEK, mprn note 8 .  at 115-18. 
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ment is an indispensible condition of knowledge of the law. 
Indeed it is likelythat few endeavours by judges to improve 
the law have come to be accepted by others unless they 
found expressed in them what in a sense they "knewu 
already.41 

While of great importance, however, the problem of knowl- 
edge is not the whole story. 

B. The Problem of Inhest 
To this point we have assumed that Ann and Ben wanted to 

act justly towards one another, provided that they knew what 
was Just. Of course, some people wish only to benefit them. 
selves and are indifferent to whether their actions may ham 
another. Some even gain pleasure from the very act of harming 
others. This suggests that solving the knowledge problem is 
not enough. Even in a world of "perfect information" about 
the just allocation of resources, some would attempt to serve 
their own interests by taking what they knew did not belong to 
them. Some argue that legal sanctions are needed to influence 
the decisions of such persons. This concern appears to animate 
Holrnes' "bad man" theory of 

H.L.A. Hart, describing this as the "external point of 
view,"45 rejected the idea that either a good man or a bad man 
theory explained the whole of law. 

At any given moment the life of any society which lives by 
rules, legal or not, is likely to consist in a tension between 
those who, on the one hand, accept and voluntarily co-oper- 
ate in maintaining the rules, and so see their own and other 
persons' behaviour in terms of the rules, and those who, on 
the other hand, reject the rules and attend to them only from 
the external point of view as a sign of possible punishment. 
One of the difficulties facing any legal theory anxious to do 
justice to the complexity of the facts is to remember the 
Presence of both these points of view and not to define one 
of them out of exi~tence.~" 

41. Id. at 118 
42. Set Holrnes. The Path oflhr Law. 10 HARY. L. REV. 457, 459 (1897): 

If you want to know the law and nothing else, you must look at i t  as a bad 
man, who cares only for the marcrial consequences which such knowledge en- 
ables hnm to predict, not as a p o d  one, who finds his reasons for conduct, 
whether tnside the law or outride ofit,  in the vaguer ranction~ of conscience. 

43. H.L.A. HART, ~ u p m  now 18, at 86-87. Professor Hart's distinction between the 
"external" and "internal" points o f  view docs not correspond to Fuller's distinction 
beween the "external" and "internal" moralities o f  law discussed $,,pro 

6. 44. H.L.A. Han, ruppro note 18, at 88. 
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My thesis is that each of these "points of view'' reflect distin- 
and her 

to exercise that right, ~f B~~ is willing to violate 

guishable wcial pmblems. properly conceived. justice and the the "ghts Of Others when he perceives that it is in his interest, 

rule of law are based on neither undue optimism, nor undue he must be aware Ann's fight of self-defense and her ability 

pessimism about human nature and the human condition, but a to enforce this right before his calculation ofself-interest is af- 

proper mixture of the two. Adopting liart's distinction, the '*in- fected and the conflict successfully avoided, Only if this knowl- 

ternal" view of law should realistically address the problem ' f  edge is success full^ conveyed to Ben will he incorporate into 

knowledge (while assuming good intentions); 
his 

of his interest the costs he is likely to sustain as a 

the uexternalsv view of law realistically address the P o b -  result Of his acting unjustly. Only then will he perceive ex ante 

len ofinlml (while  optimistical ally" assuming knowledge Of re- that the costs to him exceed the benefits to be gained and re- 
frain from his unjust conduct, 

quired behavior). In ajust Ann's rights and her enforcement ability are What is the effect of the problem of interest on a Proper 'On- 

ception of justice and the rule of law? with the pmbiem to the extent that the help of others is more likely to be 

knowledge, there are many more aspects of the interest prob- 
forthcoming if others are persuaded (hat 

legitimate "ghts are indeed threatened. This gVes rise to a funher prob- 
lem than can be discussed here. Still, let me suggest a feiv ways Iem Of knowledge. It is not enough that Ann and Ben know 
that the problem of interest may supplement Or 

an 

proach lo justice and the rule of law that might otherwise must vacate the clearing; others must know as well, Hap- 
pily, the same substantive principles and formal requirements 

factorily address the knowledge Problem. that address the first problem of knowledge help solve this 
Let us return to 

and Ben. Ann comes back to the 'Iear- 
problem as well. For example, a principle that re- 

ing and finds B~~ erecting a shelter. Both know la' the 
is 

qUired a manifested claim of ownership makes the claim de- 
to stake a recognizable claim, first in right." Ann 'learly monstrable to third parties as well as to B ~ ~ ,  

has staked a claim, B~~ refuses to vacate because he requiring that One prove the merits of one,s claim to 
that he 

be better off taking Ann's clearing from her than Others may 
further modifications of substantive and 

respecting her claim. HOW may Ann respond to Ben's dimensions ofjustice and the rule of law, when the re- 
act? Or suppose that, knowing full well that Ann has a right to propert). is sought, for example, it seem to give refuse his advances, ~~n tries to force her to have sexual rise to the need for some form offact-finding procedure and a 
tions with him, ~~w may Ann respond to Ben's attack? body Of evidence law to ensure that parties may effectively 

A common view is that, in one or both of these situations, : Present "Proofs and reasoned arguments-45 in support of their 
Ann may use force against Ben or at least that she may prevail 'laims Of right. Only when third parties have reliable means of 
upon someone else (perhaps the state) to use force On her be* whose claim of right is just may they confidently take 
half, One reason this is a common view, I think, because 

the side Of the victim or refrain from defending those in the 
common notions of justice attempt to address the prob'em 
interest. We know all too well that some will disregard what 
they know to be just when it suits their interests. Some right to 
use force in defense of one's rightful domain that would be ''- 
necessary if all people acted in good faith is quite necessaq 'Or Even with an means of assisting those whose a system of rights to effectively maintain the individual discre* 

tion these domains are supposed to provide. 

To address the problem of interest, ho 

not enough that is accorded a right to drive Ben Off Ih 

land or repel his advances by self-help or Other means' I' 
necessary that B~~ know ex ante of Ann's right Of 



C. The h o b h  ojpowe7 chance that his effort will succeed. Some additional sanction for 
his conduct would be needed to cause him to sufficiently dis- 
count the probability that his aggression will succeed In short, 
the problem of interest explains not only the forcible defense 
of selfand others, but also the forcible exaction Of sanctions for edge 

The problem of interest presupposes that ex successfully breaching a legal Precept. ante of the rules is not enough to deter the At least part of [his requirement may already be 
man." The ex ante threat of ~xpost  penalties must be such as to addressed by the precepts that address the knowledge prob- 

lem. If one has a "property interest" in certain resources, for deprive the "bad man" of any potential subjective gains from 

example, one may reclaim them if they are wrongfu1'y taken. 
are commonly overlooked. When reclaiming the resources is not feasible or 

monetary is 
a very short step from the 'ght to First, there is no reliable way to know how to tailor an expost 

the resources sanction so that no one will perceive a potential gain from ag- 

It is commonly thought that the problem of interest must be gression. Different Persons will subjectively discount their fu- 

addressed by the imposition of legal penalties over and above ture costs and benefits at radically different rates and those who 
those that would serve to compensate the victim of are most likely to commit unjust acts are precisely those whose 

completely, just as a legal sanction may be needed to affect the rates of discount are the highest.49 B~~~~~~ we lack 

interests of those who take a chance on overcoming of individual subjective discount rates, we are un- 

defense, many would argue that enhanced sanctions are able to Penalties that effectively take account of thc vary- 

needed to 
for the chance that a rights-vio1ator ing weight different persons place on future consequences in 

not be caught or 
prosecuted without enhanced deciding on present conduct. 

penalties, the &‘bad man's* creasing legal calculation of interest Second, at  some Point pursuing justice by a strategy of in- 
sanctions to address the problem of interest 

be 
The justice of any legal sanction depends 

'pan the existence of certain facts that show the 
of It is here, however, that we begin to glimpse the limits Of the 

an unjust act, but no fact-finding mechanism is error free, As ability of law to successf~~ly address the Problem Of interest. 
While the rule of law employs general rules and principles and the costs Of sanctions are raised, the costs of erroneously im- 

posing sanctions is raised as well. ~~~~~d a certain level of 
other formal requirements to address the Problem Of 

edge, law must force or  power to address the problem sanctions we will be doing more injustice than justice, 

ofinterest, yet the strategy of using force or power gives rise to 
its own distinct set of problems that at some point produce di- 2. Powe+ and the Problem oflnloesj 

A 
~f increasing the severity of forcible sanctions to 

48. lhis describes problems of power ,hat would ess of 
!hes'r'!crure Of law enforcement, where law enforcement is encrurrcd 

monopoly 'nst'ruuons, 'pecia1 
problems arise that I describe clsewj,cre, Scr fir,uingJurIicr. 

sup, "O'e 4' at  50-56 the practical and moral pro~lcmJ with 
princi- 'Ie " Barne'r, firruingJwricr 

in o F r e  s ~ ~ ~ I ~ :  port T-,-<,,,~ p,Nmrion 
I*gol ,?'?' CRrM,Jusr. ETHtcs 30 (1986) (comparing manopolistic with 

eompecitivc mn"'u~~ons) [hereinafter c,i,,,. ~ m l i o n l ,  
49. SN Banfield, Ifcstn~-On~n~edner~ and Crimr, in A ~ ~ E ~ ~ , ~ ~  THE "ON' R E T R ' B U T ' ~ ~  THE LEGAL PROCESS 

133 ( R  B~~~~~~ &I, Hagel Ill eds, 1977), 'eoLo o.Driscoll, ~ m j u o r  Banjrcld on rim 
IVhnl He A60ul Ctinr,, id 

14% ~ ~ 2 ~ 0 ,  Time f i /nmcr .  Silualiono, Dclmj,,&m, and C"me, id, at 163, 
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address the problem of interest also creates two potent 
problems of interest of its own. First, the object of increasing 
the severity of sanctions is to raise the ex ante costs of engaging 
in unjust conduct. But the ex ante costs of unjust consequences 
depends not only on the severity of ex post sanctions, but also 
on the ex ante probability or certainty of their ex post imposition. 
Consequently, declining to act unjustly is not the only rational 
response to a threatened increase in severity. One may also re- 
duce one's ex ante costs by reducing the likelihood of receiving a 
legal sanction. 

For example, one may increase resistance to the imposition 
of sanctions ex post. We can expect that as the level of 
threatened sanctions increases, the willingness of those who 
are the object of sanctions to invest resources to resist the im- 
position of sanctions can be expected to rise as well. As invest- 
ment in resistance increases, the rate of successful sanctioning 
will decline, adversely affecting the ex ante probability of receiv- 
ing a sanction. 

Contrary to the implicit assumptions of much academic dis- 
cussion of this topic, whatever the theoretical relationship is 
between severity and certainty of sanctions, in practice they are 
not entirely independent variables.50 As the severity of sanc- 
tions increases, the certainty of imposition declines to some ex- 
tent. At some point (that will vary widely depending on the 
circumstances) the effect of the decline in certainty on the cal- 
culation of ex ante interest will exceed the effect of the increase 
in severity, in which case increasing severity actually reduces 
effective de ter ren~e .~ '  This problem together with the costs of 
overenforcement give rise to the need to place some general 
limit on the use of legal sanctions to solve the interest problem. 

There is a second important problem of interest that is also 
generally ignored in academic discussions. Just as we cannot 
assume that Ann and Ben want only to be good, it is naive and 

50. See Pursuingjrrrlire, supra note 4.  at 63-64. 
51.  This analysis ruggeru that the problem of interest may best b e  approached by 

efforts to increase the efficiency of law enforcement techniques so as to increase the 
certainty of sanctions. A substantial improvement in this area may require fundamental 
rethinking of how we provide law enforcement. In particular i~ may require a rh~R away 
from "public" or monopoly provision to "private" or competitive provision. See Cia 
Prwmlion, supra note 48. T h e  constant agitation to increase deterrence by incleas.lng 
the severity of sanctions may b c n  be viewed as an casy way to evade rhe real knsuru- 
tional responsibility for rhe inefficienr monopoly law enforcement mechanisms that un- 
dermine the cena in~y  of imposing sanction-both civil and criminal. 
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dangerous to assume that third parties empowered to adjudi- 
cate and intervene in disputes want only to do good. Third par- 
ties are subject not only to the problem of knowledge, but also 
to the problem of interest. They may see it in their interest at 
times to help the rights violator against a genuine victim. Once 
empowered to help victims, they are also able to use these same 
powers to help themselves. Thus arises the age-old problem of 
"who guards the guardians?" 

'/ 

Placing in the hands of some the power to impose sanctions1 
on others creates a potent problem of interest that becomes a' 
cause of rather than a cure for injustice. Making the powers to 
impose sanctions unlimited by any publicly known precepP's 
greatly exacerbates this serious problem. Consequently, it be- 
comes necessary to subject the imposition of sanctions to prin- 
ciples of justice and to the rule of law. This most serious 
problem of third party interest may make the expost adjustment 
of legal sanctions to deal with the problem of the interest of 
potential rights violators quite impractical. In criminal law ad- 
dressing this problem of interest may take the form of determi- 
nate as opposed to indeterminate sentencing. In civil law it may 
take the form of proportional caps on monetary awards for in- 
tangible harms and for punitive damages. 

Finally, it is commonly accepted that the power to impose 
legal sanctions should be placed in the care of a legal system 
that is a legal monopoly. Such a strategy- whether or not it 
includes enhanced sanctions-further exacerbates the problem 
of interest by eliminating or greatly weakening any effective in- 
stitutional constraints on the exercise of such power.52 

3 .  Power and the Reguiremenl 03fh'oral ~mtificalion 

There is another dimension to using legal means in pursuit 
of social ends including solving the social p>oblems of knowl- 
edge and interest. This dimension is a Law neces- 
sarily involves the use of force or 
Or For this reason the 

52. See P U r s ~ i n g J l ~ l i ~ e .  supm note 4. at 50-56. 
53. Ser Nance. Lcgol Tkory and lk Pivo~ol Role oflhr Con<$! o/C&ion. 57 U. COLO. L. 

R ~ ~ ,  1 (1985) (coercion is an essential aspect of legal mechanisms that jurisprudential 
lhcorier must take into account). 

.: 54. CL R. DWORK!N~ supra note 16. at 108-09 ("legal argument takes place on a pla- 
% x. / 
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Much of what we think of as a moral justification of coercion their bounds. They provides formal safeguards against the un- 
may simply be a tacit cultural distillation of something like the due influence of interest and against abuses of power. 
above analysis of knowledge, interest, and Power. Even were The rule of law is neither form for form's sake, nor a 
this true, however, the moral sentiment underlying a require- best Of true justice. Rather, the rule of law is 
merit of justification would still be significant. For this senti- what makes possible the knowledge and enforcement ofjustice 
merit ever reminds us that only certain means are permissible in a social setting. Of course, as with any evolving concept or 
in solving even the most basic of social problems. The Preser- institution, both justice and the rule of law have evolved imper- 
vation of the individual's pursuit of happiness in a socia1 cow fectl~. BY understanding the social functions these institutions 
text is the problem that justice and the rule of law have perform, we may better understand and reform both ideas, 
to solve, this light, respect for individual liberty secured as reform, however, is the preservation of 
individual rights-the source of the presumption against physi- for both of these institutions to avoid unnecessary and 
cal coercion and fraud-is to be viewed, not as a bothersome Potentially disastrous experimentation. Understanding the so- 
obstacle to some higher social ,good, but rather as essential t~ cial problems addressed by justice and the rule of law helps us 
achieving in practice a truly Common good. resist extremists of both the left and right who would deprecate 

One value in Pursuit of the other. According to the thesis 

111. CONCLUSION: THE FUSION OF JUSTICE presented here, we need not try a society based upon justice 
AND THE RULE OF L A W  the rule of law or upon the rule of law without justice 

to know that either would be a nightmare-and why, 
~~~~i~~ and the rule of law doubtlessly perform many 

social functions. In this Foreword, I have offered the thesis IV. THE IHS SYMPOSIUM ON LAW AND  HIL LO^^^^^ 
that these ideas can be understood as the means of coping with, 
i fnot  solving, the pervasive social problems of knowledge, in- 

This k the fourth annual Symposium on Law and philosophy 

terest, and power, Individual "entitlements"-substantively by the Institute for Humane studies at G~~~~~ iqa- 

justified rights claims having the appropriate form-~rOvide University. This symposium issue features two engaging 

cognizable where individual discretion can be exercised Papers awarded IHS Lon L. Fuller prizes in ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ :  jer- 

free of outside interference. Entitlements also provide bounds- for Rights," and Peter Aranson's "Bruno ~~~~i in R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~  
emY Waldron's "When Justice Replaces ~ f f ~ ~ t i ~ ~ :  ~h~ ~~~d 

ries beyond which individual discretion cannot be Permitted, 
Liberty is not license; it is defined by entitlements that are Lawson's "The Ethics of Insider Tradingu was supported 

based on the fusion of justice and the rule of law. 
by an IHS Law and Philosophy Fellowship. w e  are very fortu. 

Apart from permitting discretion in the pursuit of happiness, 
as to have insightful commentary on these papers by 

Jules Coleman, by Leonard Liggio and Tom palmer, and by 
the clear entitlements that result from the fusion ofjustice and 

Jonathan Macey. Finally, David ThomassonSs "q,hts, ~~~~i~~ the rule of law serve a number of important functions. They 
and Discrimination" was a product of an IHS ~~~~~~d p, cas- 

give rise to expectations that may be relied upon, permitting 

productive investment. They provide third parties a of S i d ~  .%mmer Research Fellowship in Law and philosophy. 

avoiding needless and destructive conflict and a means dis- 
Achnowle&menls 

tinguishing victims from aggressors. In this way they serve to 
increase the costs of aggression and so diminish its likelihood' 

As there are People at beveral institutions to thank, 
so conceived, entitlements also serve as a benchmark which The editors and staff of the Hahard J O U T ~ ~ ~  ,,f L~~ and public 

to assess whether law enforcement agencies are staying did their usual excellent and professional job of editing 
and Producing this issue. The staff of the Institute for H~~~~~ 

consensus ,hat iflaw ~ x i r r s  ic provides ajurtihcation for the use oicolle Studies at George Mason Universilty played a pivotal role in at- 
ti"e individual citizens or groups"). tracting the Provocative papers and comments that appear 

i 
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here. Of course, without the financial support provided by the 
Veritas Fund, Inc., the IHS Lon L. Fuller Prizes in Jurispru- 
dence, the IHS Leonard P. Cassidy Research Fellowships in 
Law and Philosophy and this annual IHS Symposium on Law 
and Philosophy would not have been possible. The Veritas 
Fund's commitment to advancing the discipline of legal philos- 
ophy is truly unique. Finally, I wish to extend my personal 
thanks to Paul Alpern, the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal, and 
Walter Grinder of the Institute for their enormously valuable 
contribution to the planning and execution of this issue. 




